Higher education institutions do not just focus on preparing students to impact the productivity and growth of the global economy with soft and hard skills; they also serve as major research hubs that drive technology and innovation. So much information is being communicated and so many files are being shared in these postsecondary environments that storage is a consistent, top-of-mind challenge for leaders. Google Workspace for Education equips higher education institutions with a flexible and secure digital space to retain data, but it will become even more important for Google admins to manage storage availability as Google for Education implements storage limitations.

Ensure your institution is prepared for these changes by evaluating your existing storage policies. This guide details the factors your Google admins need to consider and the questions they should ask themselves to create new storage practices and communicate the adoption plan to end users in your domain.

To receive expert guidance on building a solid foundation that is ready for the coming storage limitations, connect with our higher education consultant and learn more about all the ways CDW Education can help.